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Abstract
Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are used in variety of areas including image and pattern
recognition, speech recognition, biometric embedded vision, food recognition and video analysis for
surveillance, industrial robots and autonomous cars. There are a number of reasons that convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) are becoming important. Feature extractors are hand designed during traditional models for
image recognition. In CNNs, the weights of the convolutional layer being used for feature extraction in addition
to the fully connected layer are applied for classification that are determined during the training process. The
objective of this paper is to review a few learning machine methods of convolutional neural network (CNNs) in
image recognition. Furthermore, current approaches to image recognition make essential use of machine
learning methods. Based on twenty five journal that have been review, this paper focusing on the development
trend of convolution neural network (CNNs) model due to various learning method in image recognition since
2000s, which is mainly introduced from the aspects of capturing, verification and clustering. Consequently, deep
convolutional neural network (DCNNs) have shown much successful in various machine learning and computer
vision problem because it significant quality gain at a modest increase of computational requirement. This
training method also allows models that are composed of multiple processing layers to learn representation of
data with multiple levels of abstraction.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have shown that much successful in various machine learning and computer vision problems [1], [2].
Moreover, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are used in variety of areas in recognition and robotic field. There are a number of reasons that convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) are becoming important. In the meantime convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been applied with great success to the image
recognition of objects in the air from the past few years [3]. From the sides of validity it is more naturally and simply in term of capturing an image.
CNNs assumes the nature of the image, such as static images and where pixel dependencies are. Thus, compared to standard feed-forward neural networks
with similarly-sized layers, CNNs have much fewer connections and parameters and that will make they are easier to train, while by theoretically the best
achievement and may be just a little worse [4]. In addition, the capacity of CNNs can be controlled by varying their depth and breadth due to their architecture
performance.
Consequently, the typical architecture of CNNs is a multilayer stack of simple modules such as convolutional layer, pooling layer and fully-connected layer.
Starting with the raw input, each module transforms the representation at one level into a higher and more abstract level [5]. Meanwhile, for recognition tasks,
higher ranking of dataset representations an increase aspects of the input which are important for discrimination and limit unrelated of variations. From that, the
latest technique of image recognition is introduce.
Only a year later, the deep learning technique based on convolutional neural network has achieved great performance improvement in large-scale image
classification tasks and set off the upsurge of deep learning besides it is a new hotspot in the domain of pattern recognition [6]. It allows a model that consists of
multiple processing layers to study data representation with various levels of abstraction. Furthermore, in deep learning techniques, besides data formation, transfer
learning is useful when someone wants to train on their own dataset for various reasons, for example, the dataset may not be enough to train the full neural net and
cause problems in transfer learning [7].
Specifically, transfer learning may be used to take a pre-trained Deep Neural Networks, replacing the fully-connected layers (and potentially the last
convolutional layer) and training those layers on the related dataset. Nevertheless, it has been observed that deep neural networks (DNNs) easily suffer from over
fitting with small samples. In this review, the technique of machine learning is important to ensure the quality and efficiency of image in terms of capturing,
verification and clustering that want to train more effectiveness especially in image recognition by using the accurate learning machines method
The objective of this paper is to study the various machine learning required to apply in the CNNs mode depending on the data and occasionally in the state they
want to use. Literature records show that there have been a number of valuable reviews on Machine Learning techniques. However, review on differences of
learning machine to identify images and systems that train data is scarce. Therefore, based on twenty five journals that have been reviewed, this paper focuses on
the image recognition in terms of capturing, verification and clustering.
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LITERATURE SURVEY
This part will describe and expose better solution or technique for image recognition after some related journals, conferences, book chapters and websites
reviewed. Several solutions of image recognition acclaimed by other authors though have certain limitations of their proposed methods. All overview of image
recognition in Convolution Neural Networks was compiled and discussed.
The first approach for the technique to train a dataset is Deep Learning Neural Networks. That will train by two systems which are Deep IDentificationverification features (DeepID2) and Image-Net.

Fig. 1: The ConvNet structure for DeepID2 extraction [8].
For DeepID2 that are learned with carefully designed, the image identification task increases the inter-personal variations by drawing DeepID2 extracted
from different identities apart, while the image verification task reduces the intra-personal variations by pulling DeepID2 extracted from the same identity together
where both of which are needed to image recognition.
It has shown that the effect of the image identification and verification supervisory signals on deep feature representation coincide with the two aspects of
constructing ideal features are: 1) increasing inter-personal variations, 2) reducing intra-personal variations and the combination of the two supervisory signals lead
to significantly better features than either one of them.
While, the other system is Image-Net also applied to deep learning technique that will trained to directly optimize the embedding itself, rather than an
intermediate bottleneck layer. In this system directly learns a mapping from face images to a compact Euclidean space where distances directly correspond to a
measure of face similarity. Once this space has been produced, tasks such as image recognition, verification and clustering can be easily implemented using
standard techniques with Face-Net embedding as feature vectors [9]. The main features of this architecture is the improved utilization of the computing resources
inside the network. It was increased the depth and width of the network while keeping the computational budget constant [10]. Image-Net provides such a large
image of dataset, which has over 15 million labeled high resolution images belonging to roughly 22,000 categories [11]. The images of each concept are qualitycontrolled and human-annotated.
The main advantage of this method is a significant quality gain at a modest increase of computational requirements compared to shallower and narrower
architectures [12]. As define and detail the space of fully convolutional networks, illuminate the application for a solid prediction tasks and connecting with
previous models that adjust the contemporary classification networks into deep convolutional networks and move the learned representation with adjustment to the
segmentation task. Then define a skip architecture that combines semantic information from a deep and coarse layer with appearance information of superficial,
shallow layers to produce accurate and detailed segmentations.
For the second technique of image recognition is Double Local Binary Pattern (DLBP) that introduced due to an integrated automatic system that often
involves in two components: 1) peak expression frame detection and 2) expression feature extraction [13]. In comparison with the image-based expression
recognition system, the video-based recognition system often performs online detection which prefers low-dimensional feature representation for costeffectiveness. In fact, the double local binary pattern (DLBP) is to detect the peak expression frame from the video due to DLBP technique has a much lowerdimensional size and can successfully reduce detection time.
This technique involved to handle the illumination variations in DLBP and Logarithm-Laplace (LL) domain is further proposed to get a more robust facial
feature for detection. The Taylor expansion theorem is employed in the system for the first time to extract facial expression feature and to obtain an effective facial
feature from the Taylor Feature Map. DLBP [14] is a representative feature extraction technique which has been widely used in face recognition [15], facial
analysis [16], and texture classification [17], and many other tasks [18].

Fig. 2: Illustration of the feature extraction process for LBP [19].
However, the recognition rate of the DLBP based on feature extraction method drops sharply when the set coming from different datasets with the training
data showing that deep learning model is easily over-fitted on the training data. On the contrary, the DLBP technique still has an acceptable recognition
performance in image even when the gallery set and the probe set coming from different datasets [20].
The other technique in this paper is the Bilinear Convolutional Neural Networks (BCNNs) that is used by Tanenbaum and Freeman to model two factor
variations such as “style” and “content” for images [21]. This technique is the state-of-the-art in fine-grained image recognition and fails in individual the
categories with indirect visual differences [22]. These networks represent the image as an outside product that is collected from the features obtained from two
CNNs and capture local feature interactions in a transnationally invariant way.
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Fig. 3: The proposed architecture for person re-identification [23].
A systematic analysis of these networks show that the bilinear features are highly redundant and can be reduced by an order of magnitude in size without
significant loss in accuracy. Second are also effective for other image classification tasks such as texture and scene recognition and third it can be trained from
scratch on the Image-Net dataset offering consistent improvements over the baseline architecture.
Hence, BCNNs compare constructively to traditional CNNs architectures in terms of speed since the replacement of several fully connected layers with a
bilinear pooling layer and a linear layer. Moreover, BCNNs are related to order less texture representations built on deep features but can be trained in an end-toend manner on most accurate model shows that obtains 84.1%, 79.4%, 84.5% and 91.3% per image accuracy for the Caltech-UCSD birds [24], NABirds [25],
FGVC aircraft [26], and Stanford cars [27] that were dataset respectively runs at 30 frames-per-second on a NVIDIA Titan X GPU.
The main advantage of BCNNs is that they require image labels only and can be easily applied to different fine-grained datasets. This technique is prefer to detect
an image in deep of water. In particular, BCNN allows to retain some spatial information and to extract more complex features, while increase the number of
parameters over the baseline CNNs without over-fitting [28]. That have been demonstrated notable gap between the performance of the BCNNs and the
performance of the standard CNNs [29].
Another comprehensive technique on Multiple attributes (MA) has been conducted by Liu, Xu and Chiu [30]. The common adopted methods from gender
recognition system that only focus on the face image to make gender identification was include using LBP and PCA for feature extraction and dimension
reduction, Euclidean and Manhattan classifiers are used [31], and using Gabor Filters to extract features, Support Vector Machines, k-NN classifiers were tested
[32], and using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to extract features, K-nearest neighbor classifier (KNN) classifiers are used [33].
To gain a better understanding on the attributes such as long hair, short hair, with or without tie, skirt and so on which are located on face, upper-body and lowerbody, three feature blocks helps distinguish between men and women as in Table 1 shown [30].
Table 1: The accuracy of each pair of attributes.
Parts

Face

Upper body

Lower body

Attributes Classification
female face
male face
long hairs
short hair
no bread
bread
womens clothing
no womens clothing
no tie
tie
skirt
no skirt
hot pants
no hot pants

Weighting
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0.2
0.2
0.05
0.2
0.05

Accuracy
90%
92.5%
87.5%
89.04%
85.04%
85.71%
80%

This Finding is consistent with the earlier study by Liu, Xu and Chiu. Another innovative research was conducted by them regarding the gender recognition
enhancement by assign weights to each of the different attributes wi , and calculate the male scores and the female scores. Finally, the result of gender
identification is obtained by comparing the score. In an innovative work by Liu and his co-researcher, by the distribution of attribute weights to obtain gender
scores, the accuracy of gender recognition will achieve a more significant effect.
COMPARISON OF IMAGE RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES
The aforementioned papers discussed several techniques that was applied in Convolutional Neural Network to train the learning for image recognition. Then,
in this section, gives a brief about the comparison on that learning machines due to the conventional models for image recognition use carefully hand crafted low
level features. The features do achieve good performance for some specific data and tasks but effective features require specialized knowledge and most of them
are limited in generalization capability during the training process [34].
From the results and achievement data, shows that the CNNs not only give the best performance compared to other detection algorithms, even outperform
humans in cases such as classifying objects into fine-grained categories same like breed of dog or species of bird [35]. In addition, the best possible correct
detection rates (CDRs) have been achieved using CNNs. For example, CNNs have achieved a CDR of 99.77% using the MNIST database of handwritten digits
[36], a CDR of 97.47% with the NORB dataset of 3D objects [37], and a CDR of 97.6% on ~5600 images of more than 10 objects [38]. Approved that CNNs is
more commercial using in machine learning methods that applied in computer vision.
Because of that, various system in machine learning technique existed to train the deep learning especially in image recognition due to require careful
understanding of the image such as: Alex-Net [39], the VGG net [40], and GoogLe-Net [41] compared with the two technique that have mentioned before.
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Table 2: Comparison four types of machine learning technique
Machine Learning Technique
Advantage
significant quality gain at a modest
increase of computational
Deep Learning
requirements compared to shallower
and narrower architectures
Detect the peak expression frame
from the video due to DLBP
DLBP
technique has a much lowerdimensional size and can successfully
reduce detection time
Require image labels only and can be
BCNN
easily applied to different finegrained datasets
Proprietary method of whole-body
identification to make the best of
Multipleattributes (MA)
multi-attribute (MA) recognition.
Besides facial information, it also
knows the type of clothing used

Focused

System

recognition, verification and
clustering in image
implemented

1)DeepID2
2)Image-Net

video-based recognition
system

Taylor Feature Map

fine-grained image recognition

1)Tanenbaum
2) Freeman

face image to make gender
identification

1) HOG
2) SVM

Table 2 shows a comparison between three training machine learning that are used to train the data in image recognition for Convolutional Neural Networks.
Three aspects where advantage, focused and system that have been used in training session. Additionally, by deep research of this techniques will able to learn an
effective feature of variety computer vision tasks. In fact, appreciations to its deep architecture and large learning capacity due to some deep neural networks even
get close to human performance on recognition tasks. It helps to reduce some issues when its use computer vision due to understanding the concept of train the
data.
Moreover, a number of well-established problems in computer vision have recently benefited from the rise in deep learning as feature representations or
classifiers. For instance, DeepID2 [42] and DeepID2+ [43] utilize the idea of joint face identification-verification to reduce intra-personal variations which leads to
a significant improvement on face recognition accuracy.

Fig. 4: Spectrum of eigenvalues of the inter-personal and intra-personal scatter matrices [42].
The corresponding eigenvectors represent different patterns of variation. Both the magnitude and the diversity of variations are important in recognition. If all
the variations of the feature focus on a small number of eigenvectors, it indicates that the variety of intra or inter-personal variants is low. The characteristics
studied with λ = 0, 0.05, and ∞, respectively. The characteristic variation of each λ is given normalized by the corresponding variance of the mean feature.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper reviews several methods in terms of recognition, verification and clustering. The results, shows that the deep learning technique is incredibly
effective in extensive dataset. Deep learning has successful in the system of Convolutional Neural Networks based on image implemented due to more than twenty
journals that have been reviewed, deep learning give the best performance in image recognition problems and even outperform humans in certain cases. Further,
the deep learning able to train the models directly on the full sized of images and even though sometimes the data use is large amount of dataset [44].
Besides, the technique of deep learning also recommended for apply at any place including deep surface for example to underwater image, winding space or
else. In addition, deep learning contribute positive impact in image processing and computer vision as well as the impact is unquestionable. New application of
deep learning can be develop by conducting the research and understand its limitation in order to produce the best outcome.
In conclusion, based on related aspect that have been reviewed, deep learning is the most effective technique ever in data training due to easy to handle and close
to human way when said about image recognition. As a result of the reading, deep learning is widely and mostly used for an image in terms of recognition,
identification, verification and classification. Thus, this technique is more convenience in term of understanding or to train the data in image recognition of
computer vision.
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